When we went down Hopping,
Hopping down in Kent - 2010

More memories of Hopping down in Kent by
residents and staff of Tower Hamlets Community
Housing produced to celebrate the 2010 THCH
Hop Festival in Cable Street, Shadwell

Foreward
At the opening of Thirza
House in 2006, Mike
Tyrrell, explained that as
part of the Thirza House
development,
THCH
promised to build a hop
garden in the courtyard
for not only the new
residents of Thirza House
but also the blocks in
Devonport Street and
Cable
Street
that
surrounded the courtyard,
and in addition it was to
be the venue for an
annual Hop Festival.

Jim Fitzpatrick MP with some local
residents at the 2007 THCH Hop Festival

Today is THCH’s fourth Hop Festival. I am invited as a guest every year, as
Shadwell is part of my constituency, and as I know it is such a fun event and a
lovely day out for all, I make every effort to attend.
When I was appointed as Minister of State for Food, Farming and the
Environment in 2009, many were surprised that an inner city MP was given that
role. Not many MPs throughout the whole country though have a hop garden left
in their constituency!
For those older residents who were brought up in the East End in the 20th
Century, hop picking was an important event. Nearly everyone talks of their fond
memories and the hard work they put in, to earn some welcome money and have
a bit of a break in the Kentish countryside. In producing another booklet of
Eastenders photographs and memories of the years that they spent in Kent to
add to the one that was produced in 2008, THCH have made another great
contribution to the historical record of East End life and culture.
This booklet is really welcome and I hope everyone enjoys reading it as much as
I have done.
Jim Fitzpatrick
MP for Poplar & Limehouse

Photos from the 2009 THCH Hop Festival
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Introduction
In 2010 THCH celebrated its tenth
birthday. Yes it really is 10 years since the
first estates in Shadwell, Spitalfields and
Bethnal Green transferred to THCH from
the Council.
THCH has come along ways since 27th
March 2000, and who would have
imagined then, that one of the highlights of
the THCH year would be our Annual Hop
Festival in Shadwell.
This is the Fourth Annual Festival and it all
started as an idea for residents to get
together from all of THCH's estates to
have a bit of fun and remember when they
spent September hop picking in Kent.
Some of my wife’s family are from
Bermondsey and some of them talk about
the great times they had when they went
picking, so I really do know how much the
festival means to those of you who went
hop picking

John Lau

Last year as a result of an idea from then THCH's Mick O'Rorke, the hops were
picked for first time and were brewed by James Brodie. That led to Mike Tyrrell
and James Brodie being interviewed on BBC Radio London in January of this
year, to explain why we were growing hops and holding a Hop Festival. This in
turn led to an increase in media interest and interviews with the Evening
Standard, the Guardian and London Tonight.
At the first Hop Festival that was held in 2007 we had a wonderful exhibition of
old hopping photographs provided by the Stepney Historical Trust. THCH
residents who were present, told us how much they enjoyed the exhibition and
that they had some old hopping photographs tucked away indoors, that others
may find interesting, this led to further exhibitions in 2008 and 2009, as well as
the production of the 2008 souvenir booklet. In that booklet Mike Tyrrell explains
what hopping was all about. If you would like a copy of that booklet it is still
available, just contact the THCH Community Development team.
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At this year's festival we have a much bigger exhibition, and in the week
commencing 20th September 2010, the exhibition will be on show at our offices
at 285 Commercial Road, Stepney London E1 2PS.
I hope that you enjoy today's event and that this souvenir booklet helps to remind
you not only of the 2010 Hop Festival but also of many years of hard work and
fun in the Kentish countryside.

John Lau
Chair, Tower Hamlets Community Housing
8th September 2010
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Old Hoppers Brew
THCH's annual Hop Festival took an
unexpected twist in September 2009 when
then THCH Lettings Officer, and keen real
ale enthusiast, Mick O'Rorke, contacted a
local micro-brewery about the prospect of
turning the hops grown at the Cable Street
courtyard garden into ale.
Hopping, the annual trip each September
to Kent to pick hops for the brewing
industry, was a familiar pastime for many
East End families.
So when THCH built Thirza House next to
our existing flats for older residents in
Cable Street and created the courtyard
garden, we decided to remember this
bygone age by holding an annual hop
festival and exhibition.
We also decided to plant hops to bring
some authenticity to the festival. The hops
had originally been planted to grow along
the pergola at the garden and be purely
decorative. However, this year saw a
bumper crop of hops which lead Mick to
wonder whether they could be turned into
beer.

Joyce Lewis (formerly Berry) and
her sister THCH resident Lola
Smith (formerly Berry) presented
with a bottle of Old Hoppers Brew,
which has a photo of on of the two
of them from when they were kids
hop picking at Lily Farm, Tudeley
near Tonbridge, Kent

Residents from Cable Street and Thirza House
picking the hops with James Brodie from Brodies

Mick contacted East
London's only microbrewery, Brodies, who
were happy to check out
the hops and discuss
with residents how they
should be picked and
stored in order to be
used to create beer. So
in late September 2009,
James from Brodies,
Mick and a number of
residents picked the
hops. James hasn’t got
an Oast House in
Leyton, so he dried the
hops out in his mum’s
airing cupboard!
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Old Hopper’s Brew, brewed in Leyton, from hops grown in Shadwell
James also asked for a selection of hop picking photos from those that our
residents and staff had donated in order to make a label for the beer. He also
asked the residents in Cable Street and Thirza House to come up with a name.
As a result Old Hopper’s Brew was created; picturing THCH resident, Lola Smith
from her childhood days, hopping with her sister Joyce Lewis, on the label.
If you would like to know more about Old Hoppers, where it can be purchased
and other beers produced by Brodies; please visit their website:
www.brodiesbeer.com.

Andy Coleborn
Policy & Communications Manager, Tower Hamlets Community Housing

Residents from Cable Street and Thirza House picking the 2009 hops
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The Paddock Wood to Hawkhurst Railway
All the publicity generated following the launch of “Old Hoppers Brew” in January
2010 led to a request for THCH residents to come forward with any photos and/or
stories of using “The Paddock Wood to Hawkhurst Railway”, which was known as
the “Hoppers Line”, as it also had stations at Horsmonden, Goudhurst and
Staplehurst; and was used by many Hop Pickers to get to and from London
Bridge Station to their farms.
The railway was completed between Paddock Wood and Hawkhurst in 1893, a
distance of 11¼ miles. It was never ever financially viable, as its main passenger
usage was in September for “Hopper Specials” and it closed in 1961, before the
Beeching Report closed many more branch lines across the country.

Horsmonden Railway Station in 1913
Before the Second World War most families made their way to Kent via the
“Hoppers Specials”, which were trains from London Bridge Station that wound
their way through the night stopping at virtually every station to off load pickers.
Travelling at night meant that the trains were cheap and they did not interfere
with ordinary railway traffic; but they were the worst condition, using the oldest
carriages and the families were packed in so tight that children had to sit in the
luggage racks!
Once they arrived at the station at the Kent end, most farmers provided a cart for
the luggage and elderly, with the families walking behind the cart to the farm,
often some miles away, all in the dark.
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Paddock Wood town council with the other Parish councils on the old route are at
present engaged in looking at opening up the old route as a possible cycle
way/footpath from Paddock Wood to Hawkhurst. The track has long gone and
land sold off but they are hopeful that they can progress on this project. The cost
of the project will be considerable but it’s hoped they can gain funding from the
Heritage Lottery fund. This funding could well depend on the historical links and
social history of the "Londoners" who visited to pick hops in the area during
September over the years; hence the request for help.
Can you help?
If you can, please contact Ray Moon at ray.moon@btinternet.com or 17 Laxton
Gardens, Paddock Wood, Kent TN12 6BB.
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That’s your ‘opping pot
The following poem on hop picking was sent into us. No one knows who it is by,
but THCH resident Lydia Barry from Bethnal Green, thought that it was worthy of
inclusion.
We didn’t need a bucket, we didn’t need a spade.
You wouldn’t find a grain of sand in the places that we played.
We didn’t need a passport for a foreign holiday.
We didn’t need an aeroplane to take the family.
We didn’t pay the gas bills, we didn’t pay the rent.
We didn’t have to worry that the bailiffs would be sent. Apart from empty
cupboards there was nothing left indoors.
Except for mother’s mangle and a pair of granny’s draws.
We packed up all our problems in an old charabanc.
Along with our bedclothes and all our pots and pans.
Then we tucked in dear old granny so that she’d enjoy the ride.
We made our way down ‘opping to the Kentish countryside.
Whilst mum and Nan were busy filling bins with hops,
dad was down the boozer busy emptying pint pots.
With no-one there to watch us we kids did as we pleased
but we kept the farmer busy whilst we emptied his fruit trees.
When the hops were gathered and the work had all been done,
we didn’t make much Profit but at least we had some fun.
The last night at the local, people gave it all they had
before their goodbyes in the morning, saying that’s your ‘opping pot.
We packed all our problems in an old charabanc.
Along with our bedclothes and all our pots and pans.
Then we covered dear ole granny so we wouldn’t hear her snore
and we set off with our memories back home to London once more.
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Winifred Ruskin (1915-2004), Margaret Bishop (1885-1969) and Elizabeth Ruskin (1906-) hop picking in Kent
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Rose Tuck formerly Crosher, Annie Gorman and Rose Tuck hop picking at Stilstead Farm, Tonbridge, Kent
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Betsy Castleman (1877-1959) from Poplar picking at her bin. In East Kent around
the Faversham area hops were picked into baskets, whilst in West Kent around
the Paddock Wood area, hops were picked into canvas bins as pictured above.
When the bins were getting full, the measurer would come round and measure
out the hops by the bushel (an old measure that was the equivalent of an
8 gallon container) into a large sack called a Hop Poke.
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This is Christine Brown and Edward Hart at Hoathley’s Farm, Hook Green, Kent. This was
taken during the time that hops were picked by machine. This tractor was loaded with
hop bines that had been cut in the hop gardens and they were taken by tractor to the
machine shed where the bines were clipped onto conveyor chains. When they went
through the machine ripping wires stripped the hops (and leaves) from the bines, so that
the hops then dropped on to a conveyor belt and the only job left was to pick out the
leaves as the hops went on to be put into hop pokes for drying in the Oast House.
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Samantha Finch in the hop bin at Bell Farm
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Ann Ambler and Janet Ambler, now Pearce around the bin
at Luck’s Farm, East Peckham, Kent in c1954.
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Johnno Mahoney who’ day job was being the Superintendant of the caretakers on the
Bancroft Estate in Stepney driving the “Mahoney Special” at Five Oak Green in c1947.
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Nelly Jones (later Russell) from St Paul’s Way with Eileen Mahoney to the front and in the
background you can see Eileen’s mum, “Minie” Mahoney, formerly Wright. The photo
was taken in the early 1950s in the Hop Gardens at Ploggs Hall Farm, which was between
Paddock Wood and Five Oak Green.
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Both these photos are of outside the corrugated tin huts at Gatehouse Farm, Brenchley, Kent. The people in the photos are
from the Brown Family from Robert Sutton House on the Tarling East Estate and their cousins, the Spearing Family from
Wapping. In the left hand photo you can see the smoke from the open fire, which was how virtually all the meals were cooked.
These two families were large enough to have a number of bins to pick at on the farm, and hence a whole row of huts. On the
right, the family are sitting outside having tea, as in those days the families had no where to sit inside.
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The Castleman Family from Poplar, hop picking in the 1920s
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The Day Family hop picking at Highwoods Farm, Collier Street, Kent in the early 1950s, and in this picture
from left to right: Maggie Gray (1915-1988), Mag Day (1893-1960), Alice Gray (1918-2001),
Richard Pyburn (1938-), Kitty Pyburn (1931-2002) & Mary Day (1905-1965)
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The Mahoney Family hop picking at Ploggs Hall Farm, which was between Paddock Wood and Five Oak Green, in c1947,
and in this picture from left to right: Patsy Mahoney, Denis Mahoney, Eileen Mahoney, with their Mum “Minie” Mahoney
(formerly Wright), holding her son Terry Mahoney.
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George Outram (1899-1966) and family outside their huts at Hubbles Farm, near Hunton, Kent.
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The Tuck Family at Stilstead Farom, Tonbridge, Kent, with Jim Tuck and his son Brian and daughter Rose in the
Back row and Rose Tuck, formerly Crosher in the front row with Pat, Danny, Jean & Sheila.
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This picture was taken at Jack Tompsett’s Farm at Fowle Hall, near Paddock Wood in Kent.
Second from the left is Dolly Raines, now Frost
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Kate Reed (1903-1980) with her granddaughters Margaret & Elaine Howson and daughter Christine Outram in the
in the Hop Gardens in the 1950s at Jack Tompsett’s Farm at Fowle Hall, near Paddock Wood in Kent, where Kate’s
in-laws had been hop picking since at least the First World War.
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The Ploggs Hall Farm Ladies Football Team
Back Row from Left to Right: Fred Archer, Lil Callaghan, Harriet Jones, Unknown, Unknown, Nanny Barnes, Liz Weeks,
Harriet Hefflin, Johnno Mahoney.
Front Row: Doris Hurst Eileen Mahoney and Nellie Jones
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This picture was taken in the Hop Gardens at Jack Tompsett’s Farm at Fowle Hall, near Paddock Wood in Kent. The picture
shows Alfie Raines (1921-1996), Johnny Raines (1926-2007), Charlie Cushway, Les Benjamin & Tommy Webber (1920-1996).
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This is the Clarkson family in the Hop Gardens in Staplehurst. From left to right the adults are
Gladys Norris formerly Clarkson , Edith Clarkson (1879-1968) formerly Stalley,
William Clarkson (1879-1963), Rose Clarkson (1901-1987) formerly Hunt and Henry Norris.
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Kate Sullivan and Eileen Mahoney outside their huts at Ploggs Hall Farm, which was between Paddock Wood
and Five Oak Green. The huts were made from First World War ammunition boxes. A joker was clearly
about on the farm, chalking up the sign “Nudist Camp this way”!
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John Moore, Ross, Janet Ambler, now Pearce, Maureen Irish and Dennis Mortimer
in c1949/50 at Luck’s Farm, East Peckham, Kent
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These pictures show the huts at Den Farm owned by Jack Tompsett on Saturday 8th September 1979, most of the
doors to huts are shut as the families were either working in the fields or the machine shed, as picking took place
on Saturday mornings as well as weekdays. Den Farm was in Collier Street, which was a small hamlet on the road
between Yalding and Horsmonden, and many families from Stepney picked at this farm. Den Farm is now home to
Ash Green Organic Foods, who supply fresh organic fruit & vegetables to organic market stalls across London
and the South East. They supply one of the stalls at Broadway Market in Hackney.
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The Tuck family around the bin, with Sheila Tuck, Tony Tuck and Ann Taylor. Standing or sitting by the bin are Danny Tuck,
Rose Tuck, Pat Tuck and Brian Tuck. Sitting in front of the bin are Rose Tuck, formerly Crosher, Jim Tuck, Jean Tuck,
Jemima Tuck, formerly Mead and Sheila Tuck
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Nanny
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Johnno Mahoney leading a mock funeral in c1958 outside the huts at Ploggs Hall Farm, which was between
Paddock Wood and Five Oak Green. The huts were made from First World War ammunition boxes, and all
seemed to have name of a pub written above each door way!
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This is Lal Cushway, formerly Outram (1902-1986) outside the corrugated tin huts at Jack
Tompsett’s Farm at Fowle Hall, near Paddock Wood in Kent in August 1979. You can see all
the water containers lined up outside the huts as water had to be collected from a tap at the
edge of “the common”. Lal’s mother, Margaret Constable (1870-1932) had taken her family
hop picking near Ticehurst when they were much younger but whilst they were still young
they started hop picking at this farm every year (except for three) until 1980. When the family
returned to the farm after mechanisation was introduced, Lal spent from Easter til September
each year living in her huts on the farm, and she went fruit picking at nearby farms and was
involved with training the hops. Hops grow quite easily but in order for them to be picked
easily they need to be trained to grow around the string. When hops start growing in the
spring, they throw up many shoots which need to be given a "helping hand" to grow up the
strings in a clockwise fashion. Generally speaking the strongest shoots are trained up the
strings, normally two to each of the four strings and the remaining weaker shoots pulled out
so the hop puts all its energy into the stronger shoots. It was back breaking work and Lal
always said that her bad back in the late 1970s was due to this hard work.
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This picture was taken in 1958 at Moat Farm, Five Oak
Green, Kent. Sitting on the bin is Miss Whitby with
Patsy Mahoney, young John Mahoney and Sheila
Tarling (now Mahoney) who was picking to save up
for her and Patsy’s engagement party in October 1958.

Eileen Mahoney at Ploggs Hall Farm
in the early 1950s.
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Kate Fairclough, formerly Mahoney, Mrs Callaghan, Mary Fairclough, now Flanagan and
Iris Fairclough, now Smith at Moat Farm, Five Oak Green, Kent in 1972
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The Callaghan and Mahoney Families in 1952 at Ploggs Hall Farm. In the
background is “Minie” Mahoney and on the bin are Sheila Callaghan, Eileen
Mahoney and Lilly Callaghan. In the foreground is young John Mahoney.
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This the Tarling, Wright and Mahoney families at Moat Farm, Five Oak Green, Kent
outside the tin huts.
Back Row: Mrs Ransom, “Minie” Mahoney, Mary Tarling, Shane, Tarling, young John
Mahoney, Sheila Tarling, Patsy Mahoney
Front Row, Unknown, Paul Mahoney, Mary Wright, Eileen Mahoney,
Stevie Mahoney and Davie Wright.
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This picture was taken on Saturday 8th September 1979 at Den Farm, Collier Street, Kent,
when a team went over from the other farm that Jack Tompsett owned at Fowle Hall, near
Paddock Wood in Kent. On the back of the trailer up a ladder called the “crow’s Nest” was
Charlie Cushway, who’s job was to cut the bine from the overhead wires and in the trailer are
Jimmy Maher and Stevie Gardiner, who’s job was to ensure that the bines fell into the trailer in
an ordered fashion so that when the trailer ended up back at the machine shed, the bines
could easily be loaded into the machine for picking. Back home in London Charlie was a
Marine Engineer at Badgers, Jimmy was a typewriter mechanic and Stevie was a burglar alarm
engineer. This was early in the morning (picking started at 7am, so that first bines would
arrive in the machine shed at about 7.30am) before the 9am stop for breakfast, and as you can
see the two men in the trailer are well covered up to protect them from the soaking they would
get from the early morning dew as the hop bines came down.
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A group of Hoppers from Wapping outside the brick huts at Stilstead Farm, Tonbridge, Kent with Jim Tuck and
John James in the back row. On the middle row the first person on the left is unknown, but the others are
Rose Tuck, formerly Crosher holding Terry Tuck, Rose Tuck, Danny Tuck, and Nell Jenkins. In the front
row are Alan Jenkins, Brian Tuck, Pat Tuck, Jean Tuck, Terry Taylor and Brian Taylor.
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Both these pictures were taken at Hoathley’s Farm, Hook Green, Kent. The one on the left was taken in the Hop
Gardens, with Terry Collins holding the scythe, used to cut the hop bines at the bottom, before the tractor come along
with the trailer and crow’s nest from which someone else would cut the top of the bine. In this picture are also: Joe
Smith, in the cap, Warren Mason in the yellow jacket, Johnnie Burton behind Terry, and Bob Mannal in the checked
shirt. In the picture on the right, are Sally Ann Holder and Mark Holder.
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Bill Daniels from Martha Street in Shadwell in the doorway of his
hut at Hoathley’s Farm, Hook Green, Kent.
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Kate Fairclough with her granddaughter Sharon Potter in the bin, in the hop gardens at Five Oak Green
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Kitty Tyrrell, formerly Outram and Patty Bennett, formerly Potten outside the corrugated tin huts at Jack
Tompsett’s Farm at Fowle Hall, near Paddock Wood in Kent in February 1989, 8 years after they were last used
for a family holiday in 1981. Strangely enough they have lasted longer that the breeze block huts and the brick
huts built after them that used to stand to the left and right of them respectively. Perhaps that was because they
were always maintained very well by Charlie Cushway who used to make sure every year that the tack nails
holding the roof on were firmly in place and also painted them a few times. In some pictures they are shown
as black with white doors, then ochre with yellow doors and finally as shown above in battleship grey with
orange doors. You can just make out some pictures on the doors which were of Mickey Mouse, horses and
speedway riders, that had been drawn by Alfie Raines.
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The photos on the left are of the inside of the
corrugated tin huts that are pictured below and on
the previous page at Jack Tompsett’s farm at Fowle
Hall near Paddock Wood. The huts are on Pike Fish
Lane and are just over three miles from Paddock
Wood and one mile from the village of Laddingford.
After hop picking became mechanised Lal
Cushway, formerly Outram had three huts knocked
together and her son Charlie Cushway lined the
walls with slatted pine. There was a kitchen area, a
living room area and a bedroom area, separated by
curtains. The kitchen had a calor gas stove and the
living room had a TV run off of a car battery, You
can still see the tree trunks used to support the
structure painted black in the two pictures.
The picture above left is from August 1979 and
shows Lal Cushway, formerly Outram, Michael
Tyrrell, Stevie Gardiner and Jimmy Maher. The
picture bottom left is of Wag Outram (1905-1980)
and his sister Lal Cushway, formerly Outram (19021986) in August 1974.
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This picture was taken at Hoathley’s Farm, Hook Green, Kent in the Hop Garden during a tea break. In the photo are
Annie Smith formerly Hart, Maureen Smith now Massett, Charley McCarthy, Irene Van Dongen and Joe Smith
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This picture was taken at Ploggs Hall Farm with Nanny Barnes, Harriet Hefflin, “Minie” Mahoney and Patsy Mahoney
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This picture is from the late 1940s in the Hop Gardens at Jack Tompsett’s Farm at Fowle Hall, near
Paddock Wood in Kent. From left to right pictured are Alfie Raines (1921-1996), Edie Cooper,
Margie Gorst, now Line and Lizzie Raines, formerly Webber (1887-1954). The family lived in
Parnham Street, Limehouse. Alfie’s job back in London was a Wine Cellerman.
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Not all cooking was done outside because if it was raining you would get wet! Most farms therefore provided a
“cookhouse” and judging by the smoke something is definitely cooking here at Hoathley’s Farm,
Hook Green, Kent. Pictured is Annie Smith, formerly from Sage Street, Stepney.
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The Day family from Kirks Place, Limehouse at Highwoods Farm in Collier Street, Kent in the early 1950s
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The Brown and Hart Families from Stepney outside their huts at Bow Hill Farm, Wateringbury, Kent.
It must have been Sunday when visitors came from London wearing their Sunday best.
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George Outram (1899-1966) on the left from Arbour Square and his family outside their hut at Jack Tompsett’s
Farm at Fowle Hall, near Paddock Wood in Kent in the 1950s. These huts were made of breeze block and were built
back to back, 5 huts facing on to the “common” at the front and five to the back. When back in London George
could not keep away from the hops, as he worked at the Taylor Walker’s Brewery in Limehouse.
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Patsy Mahoney at Ploggs Hall Farm in 1958 with his dad’s dog Flash.
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Janet Ambler, now Pearce, Dennis Tyrrell, Annie Ambler formerly Collins and Ann Ambler from the
Tarling East Estate, Shadwell in c1949/50 at Luck’s Farm, East Peckham, Kent
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Annie Smith, formerly Hart, Bill Daniels, Pearl Brown, and Nell Daniels, formerly Hart waiting for the
measurer in the Hop Garden at Hoathley’s Farm, Hook Green, Kent.
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This is Fred Sales in the Hop Garden at Jack Tompsett’s farm at
Fowle Hall near Paddock Wood. This is a very old photo because you can see that the hops are
growing around the hop poles, rather than on string. When Fred Sales came into the Hop
Gardens to measure up what the families had picked, all the women would sing “Red Sails in
the Sunset” but replacing the words with “Fred Sales and Jack Tompsett”.
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Annie Smith, Formerly Hart, preparing her dinner outside
the huts at Hoathley’s Farm, Hook Green, Kent.
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Warren Mason from Aston Street, Stepney who worked “in the print” on the
right of the trailer working with one of the locals in the fields at Hoathley’s Farm,
Hook Green, Kent. Teddy Hart, a docker from Sage Street, Shadwell is driving the tractor.
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Joe Smith from Heckford Street, Ratcliff in the crows nest. Joe was a welder.
Warren Mason in the trailer with one of the locals in the fields
at Hoathley’s Farm, Hook Green, Kent.
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Joe Smith from Heckford Street, Ratcliff in the crows nest in the fields at Hoathley’s Farm,
Hook Green, Kent. Joe was taken as captured in May 1940, on his 21st birthday and
spent five years in a prisoner of war camp in Poland.
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These three photos were taken on Saturday 13th September 1980, the last ever day of hop picking at Jack Tompsett’s
farm at Fowle Hall, near Paddock Wood. We weren’t told it was, we just had a camera handy; but when the
Farm Manager’s wife unusually turned up and started taking photos, we thought something was up. It was therefore no
surprise when the Farm Manager turned up later in the day to tell Charlie Cushway that it was all over.
The first picture shows Charlie Thorpe driving with Charlie Cushway to the left and Mike Tyrrell to the right.
The centre picture shows Stevie Gardiner, Michael Tyrrell, Beverley Gardiner, formerly Galliers,
Maggie Gardiner, formerly Cushway and Charlie Cushway. The last picture shows Mike Tyrrell
posing on the tractor. He was posing because he has never driven one!
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These pictures are from the 1960s at Hoathley’s Farm, Hook Green, Kent. On the left on the tractor are
Warren Mason and his mate in the Hop Garden and on the right washing up outside the huts is Julie Mason.
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These photos from Hoathley’s Farm in Hook Green, Kent show three Londoners helping with the Harvest during the
times that hops were picked mechanically. These were cutting and then loading the bines into the trailer.
Dave Wolfe from Shadwell is driving the tractor and back in London he worked in the meat market. Bob Mannal
from Kings Cross who was an engineer at Queen Mary’s College is ensuring that the hops bines fall orderly into
the trailer and Warren Mason who was from Stepney and worked in the print trade, can be seen in the crow’s nest.
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This is on the common outside the huts at at Hoathley’s Farm, Hook Green, Kent. You can see the Oast Houses in the
Background. Those pictured seated are: Rita Daniels, Colleen Brown, Maureen Brown now Bardwell, Marie Brown, Billy
Daniels, Gerald Brown and Teddy Hart. Standing are Sylvie Mason and Pearlie Brown.
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These pictures are from the 1960s on the “common” outside the tin huts at Jack Tompsett’s Farm at Fowle Hall,
near Paddock Wood in Kent. The picture on the left shows, Stevie Gardiner, Maggie Cushway, now Gardiner,
& Stella Hadley, now Outram. This picture was taken after mechanisation had been brought in on the farm
and so the family had three of the tin huts in the background knocked together. The picture on the right
shows Maggie Cushway, Dorothy Hockley, Lil Wilbraham & Margie Gorst, now Line. Under the tree in the
background on the right of the picture you can see a small tin shed. That was the toilet, which was
basically a small corrugated tin hut, with a wooden seat suspended over a hole in the ground.
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Lil Featherstone (1908-1998) Maggie Featherstone (1914-1973) & Margie Gorst (1943-)
outside their huts at Jack Tompsett’s farm at Fowle Hall near Paddock Wood.
This picture was taken at the end of the 1940s, shortly after the huts had been built of breeze
blocks by Italian prisoners of war from the prison camp in Seven Mile Lane.
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Billy Daniels, Nelly Daniels formerly Hart and Joe Smith in the Hop
Gardens at Hoathley’s Farm, Hook Green, Kent.
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This is a picture of the Outram family from Arbour Square outside their huts at Hubbles Farm, near Hunton, Kent. Unusually
these were detached huts, but like all the other made of corrugated tin they all had one small window, and were a
simply basic room, measuring roughly 11 feet by 11 feet.
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Loading the hop bines onto the picking machine track at Hoathley’s Farm, Hook Green, Kent
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Rita and Sally Holder from Glamis Place, Shadwell feeding laterals in to the
Hop Picking Machine at Hoathley’s Farm, Hook Green, Kent.

Removing the leaves and other debris from the conveyor belt before the
hops are fed in to the Hop Pokes at Hoathley’s Farm, Hook Green, Kent.
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